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 About Author 

 

Avdhesh Dadhich was born in Tonk city, Rajasthan, India, and completed a 

degree in bachelor of science. He has been passionate about writing and 

other literary activities since his school days. This book is a collection of 

poems written by him. This is his debut book. He also writes in Hindi. 

Avdhesh lives in Jaipur, loves blogging and writes for many open digital 

creative platforms as a freelance writer. He has a great urge in his heart to 

change the rigidities of the society. 

For further updates, you can follow him on 
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From Author`s desk 

     

Flames are high in the heart 

Dear monsoon where are you 

Come and pour your cool water drops  

My wounds are becoming more deeper 

 

 

 

To the creators of my life  

My mom & Dad 

With immense love 

 

Though I write but they work hard all the way.  
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                                                     Prologue  

As I grew up I looked the things around me and developed a perspective that derived 

my writing style. I am presenting this book as a sole representator of my heart.  

 

Wrapped out as a soul in the heaven`s beauty 

I found myself in the undesired ambiguity 

Though love is all the way day and night  

Yet I am seeking for the attribute of knight 

I lost myself totally in search of you 

thinking all the time how to woo you 

I tore the papers I wrote beautifully for you 

For so Many times I slept  sitting in the loo 

My musings that I write are not the clue 

These are medicine to stop the dangerous flu 

Though my words speak beyond the horizon you look 

But I love silence now as the best asset for me to hook 

You can`t fathom my ramblings that I save inside my nook 

But I allow you to catch me through this beautiful tiny book 
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Chapter 1 

*PETALS* 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Petals are so soft as the skin of dew 

Dew that is the queen of winter`s midnight 

Midnight that imbibes great secrets in its veil 

Veil that is the jewellery of a cultured woman 

Woman that is the sole representative of life 

Life that is nothing but an alive perspective 

Perspective that surpasses the immense sea 

Sea that holds thousands of impatient waves 

Waves that want to be loved and to love the sea boy 

Sea boy that has turned into a rough rock 

Rock that is home of some beautiful flowers 

Flowers that have smooth colorful petals 

Petals that are so soft as the skin of dew  

Dew that is as soft as the skin of petals 

Are petals the dew or dew is petals , who knows? 

 

 



Chapter 2 

 *I LOST MYSELF*   

____________________________________________________ 

Under the great depressions  

I lost myself 

I travelled a lot 

to find something bountiful 

something plentiful 

But 

 I got disappointed 

everytime  

when I  went nearby something beautiful 

and I lost myself 

I again awoke 

Crossed the desert 

To find oasis 

To find rainbow 

But 

I wept  

All the time when I was nearby the diamond 

I lost myself 

I hate the universe  



That never favoured me 

And I lost myself 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

*WEAVING THE THREADS* 

____________________________________________________ 

Let`s try to weave the knot of dreams 

By smooth imaginations of innocent threads  

Make a sweater with those dreamy  threads 

And feel the joy in heart after wearing dreams 

 

I sell dreams in the form of colorful threads 

Sorrow, grief, tears are just made to bleed  

If you are depressed and seeking for needs 

Then simply buy from me some colorful threads 

 

You have been all time in materialistic  greeds 

You don’t know the magic of knitted threads 

Threads become alive with soft fingers picking needles  

So don`t think much and buy some colorful threads 

 

though I sell threads but never wore a sweater indeed 

because I became so busy in my regular deed 

if I would have been knitted along with the threads 

Then who would have been sold you colorful dreams. 



Chapter 4 

* LOVE OR ORTHODOXY* 

____________________________________________________ 

 

As far as I can see towards heaven 

I find endless sand dunes  

Becoming bigger, bigger and more bigger 

Determined with hard will of not letting down  

Having all lucky stars of cosmos their side 

Announcing their victory in advance 

 

On the other hand  

I am a small boy  

With bare hands, bare foot 

Challenging the dunes with vigour 

Not fearing at all 

Not hesitating at all 

Imbibing an idol in the heart 

Announcing the victory in advance 

 

This war is between love and orthodoxy  

Who will win 



Love or orthodoxy ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 5 

* Laundryman*  

____________________________________________________ 

Spending thousands of years in misery 

He recently quitted all his incredible bravery 

One day breezing air on the shore he found a pottery 

What he found inside was a solid mixture of jaggery  

 

Being tired by hard work for years he was so hungry 

So he sat quickly to eat the special mixture of jaggery  

But sudden a voice from sky ordered him for recovery 

He immediately  looked at the sky and simply said sorry 

 

But the sky was not kind and became angry 

So he made a plan and told the sky a remedy  

That He would buy another mixture of jaggery  

But first he needed to wash  bundles of laundry 

Then he would get a good amount of salary 

And he would return  the god same pottery 

The sky became happy and blessed him with lottery. 

 

 



Chapter 6 

* Thank God*               

____________________________________________________ 

Thank GOD 

Sun still shines 

Butterfly still flies 

Girl still shies 

Though everything became dry for a while 

But, thank GOD 

Princess still resides. 

Thank GOD 

 

Bird still whispers 

Pink still colors 

Sprite still occurs 

Though my heart was in black shadows 

But, Thank GOD 

Light still shutters. 

Thank GOD 

 

Rain still revives 



Fairy still arrives 

Lips still smiles 

Though my luck is so worst than anything 

But, Thank GOD 

Goddess still blesses. 

Thank GOD 

 

Beauty still catches 

Eye still blinks 

Face still grins 

Though a cute face was in my eyes for years 

But, Thank GOD 

Alternative still exists. 

 

Thank GOD!     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                       THE END 

 

 

 

  

 

 


